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NEWS

SPEED TRAPS GET IT
Our tests prove the speed
detectors police use
against bikes can give
wildly distorted readings

SWEDEN – The Hells
Angels are under

investigation for benefit fraud
after two thirds of gang
members in Stockholm were
certified as depressed by the
same doctor. Police say the
gang has moved away from
violent crime towards benefit
and tax fraud recently.
Christer Nilsson, deputy head
of Stockholm police’s criminal
investigations, said: “It seems
to be depressing being a
member of this club.”

CAYMAN ISLANDS –
Cops in paradise have

become even more laid back.
Last week, Cayman Islands
police took delivery of five
new Suzuki VZ1600
Marauders, bringing the total
in their fleet to eight. Police
Commissioner Stuart
Kernohan said: “It’s clear that
motorbikes play a pivotal role
in helping to make the roads
of Grand Cayman safer for
everyone.”

INDIA – Villagers in the
Nandurbar district of

Maharashtra have been
packing up their belongings
and fleeing the area on
whatever kind of transport is
available after an outbreak of
bird flu. Bikes carrying
everything from livestock to
furniture have been a
common sight.

USA – The first woman
motorcycle cop in the

history of Jersey City is retiring
after 25 years of service. Mary
Scheider said: “I really
enjoyed the freedom of riding
every day.”

AROUND THE
WORLD

BYSTEVEFARRELL

P
OLICE speed traps are
inaccurate on bikes, MCN
has proved. We tested two
of the most widely-used

police speed detectors on a
stationary Honda FireBlade, and
each one told us it was speeding!

The LTI 20.20, which is used
both as a handheld device and in
speed camera vans where it’s 
bolted to a video camera, told us 
our stationary Blade was doing
40mph. And the ProLaser II, also a
handheld device used by cops 
around the country, told us the
bike was moving at 33mph.

The measured speed of the
FireBlade was determined instead
by the speed of a car passing within
two metres of it, showing if you’ve
been caught by one of these lasers,
it may have been a vehicle in the
next lane speeding instead of you.

Amazingly, we also got readings 
of 25 and 49mph just by pointing
the guns at our test-track tarmac.

We began each test by aiming
the laser at the stationary bike. As 
either device measures distance as 
well as speed, we were able to
confirm the laser was hitting the
bike by getting an initial speed
reading of 0mph and a distance
measurement of 489 metres – well

within the manufacturer’s specified
range for both laser guns.

A serving traffic officer, who
didn’t want to be named,
confirmed that police would use
the device for enforcement from
this range, assume the reading to
be correct and act on it.

He said: “We’re told that over a
distance the circumference of the
spot you’re targeting on is larger,
but that it’s still small enough to
pick out a single vehicle.” 

Without moving the laser gun,
we drove a car alongside the
stationary Blade. As the gun
remained constantly targeting the
bike, it should have continued to
detect a constant speed of 0mph.
But it detected the speed of the car
as it passed the bike instead.

Engineer Paul Lee, who
conducted our tests, explained:
“After the laser beam exits a laser 
speed meter it spreads. With the
LTI 20.20, at 400 metres from the
device the beam is 1.2-metres 
wide.”

That means it can span a 1.2-

metre gap between the bike and a
car – and incorrectly attribute the
speed of the car to the bike.

In our tests, with the bike on its 
sidestand, the errors were obvious.
But if both vehicles were moving,
the operator might have no way of
knowing the device had recorded
the bike’s speed incorrectly.

Lee, who writes software similar 
to that used by the lasers, said: “In
other words, the device provides 
the operator with a speed that is 
not for the vehicle he targeted.”

We found that’s not the only 
error the devices are capable of.
The LTI 20.20 Marksman and
ProLaser II told us the tarmac was 
travelling at 25 and 49mph
respectively. The effect is caused
by the laser moving slightly as the
reading is taken.

The same error could result from
an operator inadvertently moving
the laser target along the surface of
a vehicle while he’s measuring its 
speed, or by the laser missing a
bike by a fraction and hitting the
tarmac instead, according to Lee.

“It could happen if the device’s 
sight and the laser itself are
misaligned,” said Lee.

The Home Office admitted in
January that LTI 20.20s were
capable of ‘slip’ error – but only 
when the user created the effect 
deliberately. It stated the device
would detect and eliminate the
error except for ‘when it is moved
deliberately in order to generate
an inaccurate reading’.

A spokeswoman for the Home
Office, which has type-approved
all the devices we tested without 
checking if they are accurate on
bikes, said: “We do not accept that 
the results obtained by MCN are
strong evidence that speed testing
equipment is inaccurate. Type
approval is never granted to a
device unless the Home Secretary 
is satisfied that device will produce
readings that are accurate within
acceptable tolerance levels.”

MCN approached the UK
distributors of the speed guns to
discuss the devices and our tests,
but both declined.

THE PROOF

MCN INVESTIGATION

FOLK are shipping out by 
any means necessary
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A FRENCH design student 
has paid homage to film
legend Steve McQueen
with this futuristic-looking
tribute bike. Jeremie
Pointier, 22, made a two-
year study of the film star’s 

character, movies and past 
vehicles to come up with a
bike he thinks reflects 
McQueen’s personality.
“We deduced some key 
words which characterised
the actor and the racer he

was,” says Pointier. “These
words were the foundation
of the project to develop a
‘sporty’, ‘brutal’ and ‘manly’
motorbike.”

The stripped-down style
incorporates natural leather 
and brushed aluminum.

Pointier has designed a
new type of engine called a
VReduce Engine (VR3),
basically a V3. He said: “It 
is compact, with cylinders 
in a line from front to back.

“We have chosen a three-
cylinder engine because
McQueen was keen on
Triumph, and they’re
famous for three-cylinder 
engines.”

Pointier says the
electrically-assisted petrol
engine will give a limited
100bhp for the French
market and 150hp for the
rest of the world with a
projected cost of £12,250.

Get up to the minute news on www.motorcyclenews.com/news

A bike fit for McQueen

WRONG

GO ON, RIDE
TO WORK

ITHE date of this year’s
‘Ride to Work Day’,

which aims to promote the
environmental and social
benefits of commuting by
bike has been announced.
Wednesday July 19 is the
date. There’ll be other bike
promotions going on
throughout the week.
Details: www.mcia.co.uk

AA GETS BACK
INTO BIKE
INSURANCE

ITHE AA’s bike
insurance scheme is

being reintroduced, three
years after they pulled out
of the market. The company
says the return is due to
increased numbers of
people taking to bikes to
beat congestion charging.
Details: www.theaa.co.uk

BRIT MOTOGP
TICKET LINE

ITICKETS for this year’s
MotoGP race at

Donington (June 30 to July
2) have just gone on sale.
Advance race day tickets are
£42 for an adult (£60 on the
gate), while weekend tickets
are £60 (£97 on the day).
Contact: 0870-145-1152 or
www.donington-park.co.uk

KNIFEPOINT
BIKE THIEF
IS JAILED

IA MAN has been jailed
after stealing a bike at

knifepoint. Bryan Lovelock
held a knife to the throat of
a 16-year-old and
demanded the keys to his
Yamaha scooter last
September. But the hapless
thief didn’t even know how
to use the controls – and
had to ask the owner how
to ride it. Lovelock received
a three-year sentence.

...IN60
SECONDS

BMW GETS SERIOUS ON
TRACK SET-UP
IT’S still a few weeks until we get to ride
the all-new BMW R1200S, but the firm is
busy putting it (and the new F800S and
ST) through their paces at Spain’s
Cartagena track. MCN’s spy snappers
spotted the bikes undergoing final
shakedown tests last week – with more
than seven bikes at the track, including
this old R1100S (right), all kitted out with
tyre warmers, and loads of effort being
put into tyre and suspension work. We’ll
get to ride both bikes next month, but it’s
clear BMW is taking the track ability very
seriously. SERIOUS track testing in southern Spain

New model update
The very latest news on the bikes heading your way

KYMCO’S SMARTER SCOOT
THIS is the latest big scooter effort from
Kymco. It’s big enough for two people,
has decent sized wheels for better
handling plus space for two lids to be
stored under the front of the seat.
Packing a 500cc single-cylinder motor,
this is set to go ahead in the very near
future – expect to see it in 2007.
However, the chances of the rim-
mounted disc brakes making
production are not high. BIG scooter can stash two lids under bodywork

THE laser guns we used
were supplied by in-car 
technology firm KMPH
(www.kmph.co.uk), which
uses the devices to develop
laser gun detectors. The
ProLaser II was a UK
version of the device.

The LTI 20.20 was a US
model, called a Marksman.

The UK version is called the
LTI 20.20 Speedscope, or 
TSM. But a leading speed
detector expert has 
confirmed it’s exactly the
same as the model used
here, and that it has simply 
been re-branded for the
UK. Dr Michael Clark,
chairman of the European

Standards Committee on
Vehicle Detectors, said:
“Under the Freedom of
Information Act we got 
details of the testing of
these devices from the
Home Office. The device
was referred to as the
Marksman, and known as 
LTI 20.20 TSM in the UK.”

THE LASER GUNS WE TESTED

HOW Steve McQueen
would look aboard
the French special
built in tribute to him

THE LTI 20.20 recorded
the speed of this
FireBlade as 40mph –
when it was stationary!

STATIONARY
BIKE ‘DOING
40MPH’


